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Abstract 

This paper discusses the need for peace development, women and cultural integration, the paramount need for 

women to inculcate Nigerian cultural values in the youth and women folks. However, women are the main 

custodians of peace in the home, school, society and the nation at large. Effective peaceful co-existence in the 

family, cultural integration and national development may seem impossible without women. Naturally, women are 

compassionate and more tolerant regarding differences in society, which leads to peace and conflict resolutions. 

Moreover, the African women also play a very vital role in inculcating cultural integration among our youth which 

has been bastardized by foreign values.  It also proffers solutions and recommendations to the problems facing 

peace and cultural integration. 

 

 

Introduction 

Nigeria is a multicultural country, where a variety of tribes exists, with numerous languages with cultural values. In 

order to enhance cultural integration in this millennium there is the need to address certain existing differences that 

are considered the contributing factors that hinder effective cultural integration. These include communal conflicts 

and cultural conflicts among others, which in general, affect the lives of women and children. 

 

The issue of cultural integration can therefore best be addressed in the absence of the above mentioned conflicts. 

Hence, in the absence of love and understanding of one another, there cannot be unity and where there is no unity, 

peace and progress will not reign. Peace is therefore as precious as gold. It is the culture of the people that 

embraces it; for peace itself is an aspect of culture. No normal human being will say he does not like peace; so 

where there is peace, there is love, there is development and progress; and where there is progress, there is 

harmony, and people are free to associate, interact, and share ideas and experience together. Such practices are 

noticeable within the family, the home, the street, the mosque, the church, the office, the society and any 

environment where people find themselves. 

 

Talking about culture; Hornby (2002) says, culture is a way of life, the customs and believes, art and social 

organization of a particular country or group. On the other hand, Ogumar (1993) observed that: “culture is art and 

art is culture; it is the study of the creation of things and nature”.Schofield (1992) confirms culture to include all 

behavior which the human being exhibits in conformity with his family, his peer group, his social class and all 

other human group. Nalah (2002) also confirms that art is culture and culture is art, a view similar to Ogumar’s. 

Culture can be said to include both human and material resources of a people. These comprise art, custom, fun, 

language, music and other ways of life such as walking, dancing, dressing among others, are all part of culture. If 

we accept culture as a way of life, then religion is also culture. 

 

Women and Peace in the New Millennium 

Peace is an inevitable instrument we all need for genuine happiness and progress in our day-to-day life. The future 

of any peaceful society is in the hand of the mothers; that is why women in Nigeria are expected to contribute 

meaningfully towards the economic and social development of the nation for peace to reign. A peaceful nation is a 
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happy nation. In the words of Gandhi (2004), “there is no doubt to peace. Peace is the way”. The importance of 

peace in the world cannot be overemphasized. Where peace eludes a nation, a crisis reigns. 

 

Peace: It has various connotations. The New Webster’s Dictionary (1997), defines peace as “the condition that 

exists when nations or groups are not fighting; friendly relations between individuals untroubled by disputes, 

freedom from noise, worries troubles, fears etc”. The Chambers Dictionary (1977) defines peace as “a contention; 

ease of mind or conscience, tranquility, quiet…”. 

From the above definitions, peace means harmony, or the absence of conflict. Peace is important to both 

individuals and groups within communities. 

Women: The Advanced Learners Dictionary defines the woman as an adult female with experience in the society. 

The word women denote a female human being, adult female person, sexually different from the male sex. 

 

The Need for Peace   

Why must there be peace in the society and within the individual? The reasons are many and include as follows: 

1. Economic Development: Government can best develop the society if there is peace and harmony. 

2. Social Development: The culture of the people, social life and social facilities can be developed if there is 

peace. 

3. Political Development: A political culture develops best in an atmosphere of peace and stability. Peace 

brings about development in a nation. 

Role of Women in Peace Development 

Women as teachers of peace in the home, school and society help so much inculcating values of peaceful co-

existence in the nation at large. However, according to Anyanwu (1996), teaching involves suggesting and showing 

examples, and as women do these mainly in the society, they are regarded as the best teachers. They teach peace at 

all levels, all the time, in both formal and informal situations. This could be in various homes, churches, offices, 

classrooms and many other places. 

 

Women all over the world, particularly in Nigeria, have proven their capacity to organize a unit and find a common 

path.  They can speak with one voice to stop war, but they can also support each other, share their pains, circulate 

information and influence decision makers.Parents are the first teachers of moral codes to their children and the 

first five or six years are crucial foundation years for the child who is usually deeply influenced by the behaviour 

and attitudes of his parents. The mother needs wisdom, patience and tenderness to guide the children. She learns to 

give her children the moral education they require to become responsible citizens. There should be proper 

upbringing of children so that children will love peace and seek peaceful means to resolve conflicts. Women must 

show love to all children in the community. Children that are maltreated or that lack love grow up to be aggressive 

and to hate humanity. The home is the first school and mothers are the first teachers of children. In this new 

millennium, the children of today are likely to be the youth and adults of tomorrow as taught and brought up by 

women. 

 

Changing Roles of Women in the New Millennium 

In this new millennium, there seems to be a ray of hope for women generally in peace making. Women are seen in 

this technological and scientific age deeply engaged in so many activities that will enhance peace. According to the 

Technical Committee Report of April 2002, women and various women organizations have initiated a variety of 

peace-building activities at the family, grassroots, community and national levels. The report confirms that the 

women’s peace initiatives have recently witnessed an upsurge in Africa through groups like African Women’s 

Committee on Peace and Development, and the Sudanese Women’s Voice for Peace and Test of African Women 

for Peace. The initiatives show that women are really determined to stop violence and destruction in their various 

societies. 
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The peace which a woman has within her and her family is not confined to her family; it is also extended to her 

neighbourhood as she radiates peace while interacting with others. She restores peace where there is disunity. The 

woman’s role in the society is multiple; as a mother, a wife, a sister, a teacher, to mention a few. Traditionally, 

among the Igbo the role of women in the restoration of peace in warring communities is widely accepted e.g. the 

‘Umuada’ i.e. daughters married out as a group or individually always mediate when there is trouble/crisis in the 

family. Sometime ago the women of Abiriba in Abia State came out in full force to resolve the long standing 

dispute among their people and through their intervention, permanent peace now reigns. 

 

Historically, the efforts of women like Queen Amina in the North, Mrs. Ransom Kuti in the West, Chief Mrs. 

Margaret Ekpo in the East and Queen Emotan from Benin through political activities finally restored peace in their 

areas. In the Old Testament, we hear of the activities of Ruth and Esther in restoring peace to their warring 

communities. In the present day situation, mother Theresa in Calcutta, India by campaigning the cause of the down 

trodden has brought peace, joy and hope to the hopeless. Of course, we recall the memorable role of such women 

as Mary Slessor who put an end to the killing and rejection of twins, Lady Florence Nightingale who brought peace 

and comfort to the sick and Dora Akunyili, campaigning against the use of fake drugs. 

 

 

Inculcating the Nigerian Cultural Values on the Youth by the Women Folk 

 

Culture: The earliest definition of culture refers to it as that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, an 

art, law, moral custom and any other capacities and habits acquired by man as a member of that society. Culture in 

this sense is a social heritage of a society or nation. Shipman (1973), aptly describes as supposed to present a set of 

meanings to be learnt, and once this is done, the individual will feel “at home”, be able to understand and respond 

in an appropriate way of culture (as a means of identifying a given race or people) transmitted or learnt socially. 

In the ancient times the major role of the women in the home was that of caring for and inculcating the right values 

which the society cherished into their youths. The women imparted these values through training the children using 

the mother tongue. At that time, native dialect was the means of communication. Language as the cultural value of 

the people should be seen as the vehicle for preserving our cultural heritage, language, religion, mode of dressing 

etc. which are the various aspects of culture. These aspects can only be inherited through learning or social 

transmission from the mother to the child. These values were religiously transmitted in those days. The use of 

indigenous language was used to avert many problems as experienced today. 

 

In those days, the youth were taught how to respect their elders, dress and behave properly, avoid wasteful 

expenditure; practicing one’s faith without any hindrance to other faiths etc. However, nowadays, the non-usage of 

the mother tongue is breeding a lot problem both in homes and the society at large.In the present millennium, the 

Nigerian women are not known to be preserving cultural heritage; rather, tend to be destroying those values. The 

native language which is an aspect of the totality of being is not fully utilized in various homes. With the adoption 

of a lingual Franca, the modern day woman has now decided to relegate the usage of her native language to the 

background in preference to the lingua franca (in this case, English). 

 

Hornby (1993), rightly described lingua franca as “a language adopted for local communication over an area in 

which several languages are spoken, like the Swahili in East Africa”. This definition confirms that lingua franca is 

a national or official language used only for administrative purpose and for teaching children at school. If the above 

assertions are true, why is it that our rich indigenous languages are no longer in use in our various homes? Our 

native languages should be seen as tools for preserving and promoting our cultural heritage by the modern women 

because that is where the totality of being lies. In line with this, Mahifouza (2003), affirms that language is the 

“most important attribute of a nation”. 
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Many nations of the world that had come in contact with other nations’ culture have not abandoned their totality of 

life to the foreign ways of doing things, but in the Nigerian context, the reverse is the case. Most women today do 

not think of leaving a cultural legacy for their youths. Instead of using our native languages to teach the children 

the values which the society treasures most, they abuse it through the adoption and usage of foreign languages. The 

use of foreign languages in the homes does not promote cultural sentiments and aspirations as a people with rich 

culture. The Nigerian society needs modern women that can transfer these cultural values into their younger 

generations through the use of the native languages. Women from the Middle East, Asian countries, United Nations 

and Western Europe have not forgotten the use of their native dialects. These women have been able to use their 

indigenous language to change their education, socio-political outlook, economic and technological status greatly; 

for instance, by using indigenous language to educate medical products not only for their own use but to raise their 

standard of living. The influx of Tianshian products into Nigeria today is as a result of these women preserving 

their cultural heritage. The use of indigenous language in those countries has not only raised their economic level 

high but also improved all facets of their lives.  

 

If culture is something that is supposed to be actually learnt and socially transmitted, then what happens to the fast 

extinction of our native dialect in our homes which is now being replaced by the foreign language (English)? The 

complexity of our being can only be actualized if the modern women willingly use their native languages at home 

to teach their youth in the most appropriate way. The use of native languages should be encouraged to prevent the 

high rate of school dropouts, crime rate, immoral behavior, wasteful expenditure, etc. Little wonder then that the 

Nigerian National Orientation Agency (2006) organized a cultural retreat for Nigerian mothers to preserve and 

promote our national heritage. A nation that cannot transmit her culture to the next generation has lost her identity 

forever. 

 

Cultural Integration 

In a society where there is no freedom of association, no freedom of expression and what not, the issue of cultural 

integration becomes almost impossible. Hornby (2002) refers to integration as the art or process of combining two 

or more things so that they work together; the art of interacting with people who have previously been separated 

usually because of colour or race.Further on the worth of culture, the former Nasarawa State Governor 

AbdullahiAdamu said in 2005 that the state is blessed with multiple cultural heritages which makes it a fertile 

ground for cultural development and art work. 

 

Cultural integration could therefore be considered as the coming together of, or the mingling of various cultures 

and sharing of ideas or views for further advancement of cultural values of a society or people. Okwudiba (1980) 

maintained that “at one time an indigenous Nigerian was of life and this must be protected against foreign 

ideology”. This is so because the country’s cultural heritage has been abandoned into foreign hands. We have been 

deceived to throw our culture into the seas and now we are only beginning to trace the particles that may have 

perhaps slipped through the fingers. However, now that it is day break it is not too late to build a newer home. 

 

Women and Cultural Integration 

Women no doubt are the best resources that can enhance cultural integration. They accept responsibilities without 

complaint; they can associate with one another; they are patient; they appreciate the worth of culture; they do not 

segregate against other cultures; they are more sincere; they are more peaceful; they can endure and many more 

attributes, besides they respect other peoples’ taste and desires. They can also imitate what they appreciate. Above 

all, they are readily submissive to their husbands; such qualities upgrade them to be the best agents that can 

enhance cultural integration.  

 

Dressing 

As agents of peace and love in the new millennium women have adopted a variety of ways of lives of other 

people’s culture. Such is noticeable in their styles of dressing, where Ero and Bubais not only worn by the Yoruba 
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tribe as well as Riga Da Zani worn by Hausa women. The Ibo women, on the other hand, have adopted the wearing 

of two wrappers with aligogoro head tie. This goes along with the adulterated language “To match” where the 

shoes, handbag and even the ornaments have to agree with the dressing. These days, one can differentiate between 

an Hausa woman and Ibo woman in their mode of dressing.In addition, today the women observe what they call 

dress code as a means of dressing in an orderly manner and neat to suite the purpose for which the dressing is done. 

For instance, a lady who is going to a class to teach is expected to wear clothes that will allow her to appear smart. 

Girls are not supposed to wear very short skirts or transparent wears and tight trousers or dresses that will expose 

their innermost bodies. 

 

Academic circles like colleges of education and universities where leaders of tomorrow are bred, particularly 

teachers, are expected to exhibit such culture that the society does not frown at, such culture that makes them 

appear like models worth emulating, hence the tag builders of tomorrow’s leaders. We are supposed to adopt the 

culture that will reform and not destroy the society. Onyekwelu (1980) said teachers have very weighty social 

responsibilities. They have the duty to impart knowledge and mould the character. One discovers these days that 

young girls make mockery of the womenfolk; wearing transparent clothes that expose their inner bodies. One 

wonders if such girls have parents. Also others wear very short shirts exposing their laps yet these are to be 

teachers of tomorrow. 

 

However, to get the correct thing done both the men and women are to join in the drive towards “operation dress 

well”. On the other hand, there is the misconception that dressing well means changing dresses day in day out, that 

is not so. One may have just one dress, which could be kept neat and used throughout the week. All we want to 

portray is that we should not throw our culture into the deep sea never to recover it again, for even the English or 

French man will frown at people who are not complete in the English or French wears.To be poorly dressed is one 

thing and to be gorgeously dressed is another. The role of dress code therefore permits us to dress orderly and 

neatly. One can either wear Yoruba, Ibo, Hausa, English or French dress but not a combination of all at the same 

time. 

 

Hair Styles 

The hairstyle is part of the woman’s dressing. There are a variety of hairstyles adopted by women these days. Such 

include plaiting or saloon hairdo. Plaiting of various categories, one can either use thread or weaving, some women 

plait, perm or low cut their hairs to enable them appear neat, while others do so for fashion. The most important 

thing is to keep neat and smart. Some women use the language “to appear beautiful” hence people say the beauty of 

the woman is in her hair. Furthermore, the woman today has the natural hair and the artificial hair for her dressing. 

This however depends on how neat she can keep herself with the artificial hair on, because sometimes one sees a 

woman with the artificial wig on, which looks like a masquerade. 

 

Menu 

This new millennium has permitted the cultural groups to adopt one another’s food so that nowadays one discovers 

that even the white man eats Nigerian, culturally prepared food. Nigerian common foods that go with special soups 

include pounded yam, tuwo, amala, eba and akpu beside other types identified with particular cultures. Such meals 

are normally prepared by the women. The role of the woman in enhancing cultural integration cannot be over-

stressed.Besides, the structural adjustment programme has contributed in shaping the congregative attitudes against 

food by certain cultures. So today, the Hausa, Yoruba, Ibo man can eat any type of food that is presented to him. 

 

 

 

Marriage 

The new millennium has created a lot of changes in the life of Nigeria women. Today the women accept marriages 

outside their traditional background, among which include interdenominational marriages, inter religious 
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marriages, inter-tribal and to crown it all inter-racial marriages. The new millennium has therefore created 

opportunities for all cultures to integrate culturally. 

 

Religion 

Religion is culture but culture is not religion. In Nigeria, the major religions include Islam and Christianity. The 

followers are the portraits of their faith. They determine their roles vis-à-vis their faith. Naturally, our religion as 

part of our culture is expected to shape us to images that portray the beauty and worth of our culture, because habit 

itself is culture”. 

 

 

Contributions of Women in the New Millennium 

 

Thenew millennium has brought some relative changes in the life of Nigerian women. Although the woman was 

neglected and was looked upon as somebody whose place is only in the house, she was considered not important in 

peace preservation and cultural integration.However, this time the women seem to have realized that they also have 

human rights like any other person. Even those women, who were kept indoors, now realize it is daybreak for them. 

Although there is the male gender monopoly, the women seem to be taking their place gradually so much so that 

even certain positions that were reserved virtually for men, are gradually being controlled by women, for whosever 

thought that a woman can be principal of a school, director of a parastatal, local government chairman, 

commissioner, minister and even a pastor in a church. It goes without saying that; “what a man can do, the woman 

can do even better”. Fortunately enough for the lagging gender those women that were opportune to represent the 

feminine gender performed extra well so that if justice were to be given a chance, the women can present governors 

and even the head of state. 

 

The Nigerian woman in particular deserves a reward for her role in shaping the society; such roles that start from 

the home include her responsibility to the family comprising the husband, the children and even relations. Besides, 

there are certain local industries that are controlled by women. These include black soap and soda processing, gari 

processing, rice milling, tailoring, weaving, pottery, cassava flour processing, groundnut oil, ginger drinks, zobo 

drinks, knitting, dying, hair dressing and the rest. 

 

Entertainment Industry 

To enhance cultural integration certain elderly women have done well to expose their culture through storytelling, 

praise singing, local music, and cultural dance. Also there are young women and girls who are musicians such as 

Edna, SalawaAbeni, Fumi Adams and so many others. 

 

Agriculture 

Women have contributed a great deal in the field of agriculture. Even in part of Kaduna State where women were 

not used to work on the farm, they now participate fully in agricultural production. Such crops produced by women 

include soya beans, maize, guinea corn, cocoyam, millet and the rest. These serve as economic inputs that are 

transported to the markets. 

 

Native Names 

One of the greatest aspects that could enhance cultural integration is the use of indigenous names. More often, we 

listen to native, bearing such names as Joseph, John, Anna, Moses, Cecilia, Peter, Regina, Michael and so many 

others that do not have any bearing on the Nigerian or African culture. This is also an indication that we cannot 

exhibit pride in our indigenous names or culture. We as Nigerians need to adopt our indigenous names that are 

more meaningful to us rather than the adulterated or imported names that we cannot interpret their worth or 

meanings. In families where children bear indigenous names, one discovers that such names are always given by 
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the mother. It would appear then that the woman attaches importance to names that people can interpret their worth 

or meanings.   

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The central position of women in the society is that they affect peace in any society. It is crystal clear that both 

traditionally and culturally, women’s dual role as peacemakers and teachers of peace permeate the entire length and 

width of our society. This is most important in today’s world where we are faced with crises of all types. Women 

yield and advocate for peace and for peaceful co-existence in Africa and the world at large.   
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